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SOCIETY OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
PLACES BOTH ITS JOURNALS WITH SAGE PUBLICATIONS

Los Angeles, London, New Delhi, and Singapore (December 4, 2006) – SAGE Publications announced today it has been selected by the Society for Personality and Social Psychology (SPSP) to publish the society's review journal, *Personality and Social Psychology Review (PSPR)*. For over two decades, SAGE has published the Society's other scholarly journal, *Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin*, a leading forum for original empirical papers in the discipline.

Moving from Lawrence Erlbaum and Associates, *PSPR* will join the SAGE portfolio effective January 2007. Institutional subscriptions will include Combined (Print and E-access), E-access Only, and Print Only options. Beginning with its 11th volume, the journal will be available electronically on the enhanced SAGE Journals Online platform starting January 3, 2007. The journal's new homepage on SAGE Journals Online will be http://pspr.sagepub.com. A new cover design will debut with the first SAGE issue.

Published quarterly, *Personality and Social Psychology Review* is devoted to publishing original theoretical papers and conceptual review articles in personality and social psychology. *PSPR* is intended as a forum to initiate new lines of research and theory and to also provide a coherent framework for existing theory and programs of research. Occasionally *PSPR* publishes other pieces of particular interest, such as special topical issues, selected symposia, and invited addresses. The journal's impact factor is 2.157, and it is ranked 5 out of 46 social psychology journals in the 2005 Thomson Scientific Journal Citation Reports®.

"We're pleased that SPSP has entrusted SAGE with both their renowned journals. We believe having both publications with SAGE and on the same online platform is paramount to their continued success and will contribute to the Society's growth in the years to come," commented Dr. Peter Binfield, SAGE Journals Editorial Director. "Both journals are a terrific fit with our expanding list of books and journals in psychology, and will benefit from worldwide exposure on SAGE Journals Online."

###

About SPSP:
The Society for Personality and Social Psychology (SPSP), founded in 1974, is the largest independent organization offering personality and social psychologists opportunities through their annual conference, award programs, publication activities, diversity initiatives, and several educational programs and partnerships. SPSP counts more than 4,500 researchers, educators, and students in its membership worldwide. [www.spsp.org](http://www.spsp.org)

About SAGE:
SAGE Publications is a leading international publisher of journals, books, and electronic media for academic, educational, and professional markets. Since 1965, SAGE has helped inform and educate a global community of scholars, practitioners, researchers, and students spanning a wide range of subject areas including business, humanities, social sciences, and science, technology and medicine. A privately owned corporation, SAGE has principal offices in Los Angeles, London, New Delhi, and Singapore. [www.sagepublications.com](http://www.sagepublications.com)